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THE DEDICATED NAS OPERATING SYSTEM
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Synology is the leading NAS vendor in the global market. As a
dedicated NAS server provider, we aim to leverage the latest
technologies to deliver innovative products that make a difference
to individuals and businesses. Between individual activities and
technology, Synology bridges the gap and offers a human-centric
approach to storing the data of tomorrow.

WHAT IS
DISKSTATION
MANAGER (DSM)?
DiskStation Manager (DSM) is an intuitive web-based operating system
designed to help you manage your data: documents, photos, music, videos
and every other important content stored on your Synology DiskStation
and RackStation. With DiskStation Manager, it’s more than just storing data.
You can choose from a host of applications and services to bring more
entertainment to your life and better productivity at work.

Easy to use

Value-oriented

Versatile

Mobile

Featuring a familiar user interface, a

DSM users can enjoy long-term

With the Package Center, it’s easy

Synology mobile apps are available

streamlined experience and many

support with regular free updates

to install or upgrade new features,

on iOS, Android and Windows

help resources, it's easy to use for

and many new features to get the

whether they are from Synology or

Phone, allowing users to access

everyone.

best of their DiskStation.

any third-party developers.

content stored on DiskStation
anytime anywhere.
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Share Your Data
& Resources
Sharing digital content is the most essential feature of a
NAS. Synology provides a secure and fast way to share
and manage your resources easier than ever, no matter
where you are or what device you use.

File Station, your ultimate file center
Seamless browsing experience on any device

Easy integration and advanced features

File Station is the file center for you to manage and share files stored on

Businesses can put their trust on File Station as it comes with HTTPS

DiskStation. Uploading data from Mac or PC is as simple as drag-n-drop,

protection and Windows ACL support. Password and link expiry date can

and then it’s ready to be shared with everyone. Whatever you are looking

be set up to strengthen security when sharing data with external parties.

for – be it documents, photos, or videos – use advanced filters to locate

For large businesses that deploy many servers dedicated to specific

and preview it via Google Docs or other built-in services. Attach files

purposes, use Remote Folder to create a unified file entrance through File

directly to your emails with the embedded mail client. For extra flexibility,

Station. Virtual drive allows mounting up to 16 ISO images simultaneously,

File Station can be connected to external FTP or WebDAV servers. Reach

making batch installation easily available to offices.

your files on mobile devices via DS file. It’s the dedicated mobile app for
file access, management, and sharing.

Note Station, the notepad that will always be with you
Rich editor & preview

Share & collaborate on any devices

Create a meticulously organized

Create quick sharing link or send a note directly to

note with pretty images, tables,

another DSM user. In case of mistake, restore previous

fonts, colors, and to-do lists. DSM's

versions in a breeze. For extra privacy, each note can

preview function allow you to see

be protected by a password. All those features are also

what are in the attachments directly,

available on DS note, the mobile counterpart of Note

without having to download them

Station.

one by one.
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File Sync Across
All Devices
Synology helps you get the best from cloud by developing a
hybrid cloud where all your files are synced.

Cloud Station synchronizes your

Connection services to

files on all devices

establish your cloud

Cloud Station is a smart way to sync your files in real time. It offers

Synology provides free connection services. QuickConnect allows for

unlimited users and unlimited sync folders support. Files can be edited

simplified remote access without router setup and port-forwarding. In

in offline mode and later synced to Cloud Station. 2-way sync allows

addition, Synology also offers free DDNS that can be set up easily in DSM.

Cloud Station on different DiskStations to communicate and sync files.
File versioning and selective sync enables efficient collaborative work.
Securing your private cloud is easy with file built-in encryption and ACL
native support.

Develop a hybrid cloud with Cloud Sync
Cloud Sync package can sync files on Google Drive, Dropbox, OneDrive,
box, hubiC and Baidu directly to your DiskStation and vice versa. This way,
you establish a safety net for your digital assets, freeing them from the

Cloud storage

NAS

potential shortages of a third-party storage solution.
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Data Backup
Data backup helps to eliminate the chance of data loss of any kind.
The sufficient storage space of a DiskStation makes it a perfect
destination for data from any of your devices. DSM comes with all
sorts of backup options to keep your data safe and secure.

Back up your PC & Mac
Windows users can back up files using Synology Cloud Station or
compatible 3rd-party backup software; Mac users enjoy native Time
Machine support or Synology Cloud Station.
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Back up server data to all kinds of

A powerful toolset to customize

destinations

Creating a backup task is made amazingly simple by the wizard interface.

Configure server backup to protect data stored on DiskStation. Backup
destinations include local volume, remote DiskStation, or external hard
disks. In addition, DiskStation Manager supports Amazon S3, Microsoft
Azure, SFR, HiCloud and an advanced explorer for Amazon Glacier. The
"Shared Folder Sync" feature allows real-time file sync among shared

Set the task to recur according to your desired schedule. Use version
control to restore the server to any particular point in time. Storage
consumption and processing time are minimized by saving only the
specific data block that has been modified. When the time comes for largescale system migration, system configuration can be backed up too.

folders on different DiskStations, which is perfect for document exchange
between headquarters and branch offices.

Synology products or any
rsync compatible servers

Employee PCs

Compatible public
cloud providers

Company server

Virtual machines

LUN backup
Hard disks are frequently partitioned into LUNs for virtual machines to
access, which facilitates the management and administration of the whole
network infrastructure. You may schedule and back up data stored in a
LUN as you do for any DiskStation folders, locally or remotely - without
additional costs or purchases.

Time Backup
Time Backup package retains your backup versions. The package comes
with a “Smart Recycle” mechanism to balance between backup versions
and storage space. Lock any critical copies to prevent it from being
automatically recycled.

Direct backup
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Multimedia
Center
With Video Station, Audio Station and Photo Station,
DiskStation is the perfect multimedia hub for everyone:
treasure your memories, and share your great moments
with family and friends. Mobile apps allow you to have your
multimedia content on the go.
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Easy management

Compatibility

Unlimited sharing

• Streamlined installation

• AirPlay and iTunes support

• Customizable sharing privileges

• Sleek and familiar interface

• DLNA-certified server

• Social networks integration

• Customizable content arrangement

• Android, iOS and Windows Phone apps

• No monthly fees

A full multimedia experience
DSM makes it easy for you to manage digital contents so you can do more with what you already have: computers, mobile devices, TV, DLNA devices, and
stereos. Family and friends can find all digital contents in one single place, access with various platforms, and take it on-the-go with mobile devices.

Home server

Save and enjoy your pictures with
Photo Station
Photo Station provides online albums for storing, displaying, and sharing
your photos. It frees yourself from storage limits from 3rd-party providers
and gives the flexibility to upload photos with the capacity your hard
drives allow.
With a built-in album structure, you can manage photos effortlessly, such
as tagging the photo location, party theme, and who you’ve been with in
the picture. Photos or slideshows can be shared on Facebook, Picasa Web

• Establish your online photo albums

Albums, Google+, Twitter and Youtube, just with a few clicks. Best of all,

• Share memories with friends all the time

content in Photo Station can reach out to more devices with its mobile

• Manage your photos in a smart way

app, DS photo+ and its auto upload feature.
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Watch your collection with
Video Station
Video Station is the central platform for organizing and sharing video
contents stored on your DiskStation. You can consolidate collections of
movies, TV shows, and videos. With smart search and collection features,
everything is easily accessed. If you need subtitles, Video Station will
automatically fetch them on Internet for you.
Video Station supports AirPlay and DLNA devices, making streaming to
remote player, while recording a TV show, done in only one step and giving
• Create your video library

you a joyful watching experience on widescreen and high-end speakers.
When streaming to Apple TV with AC3 audio codec, Video Station delivers

• Organize your video collections neatly

home theatre experience with audio streaming in 5.1 channels. Better yet,

• Stream movies anytime anywhere

content in Video Station can reach out to more devices with its mobile app,
DS video.

Listen to your music everywhere with
Audio Station
Audio Station provides music streaming anytime, anywhere. It supports
music streaming to computer, USB speakers, media renderer, AirPlay or
Bluetooth devices. Asides from your own music collection, Audio Station

• Create a personal music & radio library

comes with a preloaded list of Internet radio stations from SHOUTCast and

• Stream music without boundaries

RadioIO. Rate and sort music to create smart playlists. The mobile app, DS

• Enjoy music on the go

audio, allows you to take terabytes of music with you on the go.
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Efficient Management
& Maintenance
Keeping IT infrastructure in order without extra overhead is a big challenge
for IT administrators. Filled with a variety of features, DSM helps you configure,
maintain and monitor your DiskStation efficiently.

Manage and secure your NAS

Optimize storage management

DiskStation provides the flexibility of account and privilege configuration.

Synology Storage Manager allows for flexible deployment for storage

You can create local user accounts and groups, and assign specific storage

utilization. Synology Hybrid RAID (SHR) optimizes RAID configuration

quota, speed limit, and access privileges. In addition, DSM supports

while providing redundant data protection. The system offers a multitude

Windows AD, LDAP, and Domain Trust.

of features to enhance management efficiency. This includes multiple

The Security Advisor will analyze system settings and provide all the
necessary information to optimize the security of your Synology NAS: find

volumes on single RAID, RAID group, and Global Hot Spare to fit
deployment of any kind.

weak passwords, detect malicious software, check for updates, secure
network settings, and audit system settings.

Remote access easier than ever

Smart and automatic maintenance

Synology provides multiple approaches for DiskStation to connect to the

Equipped with smart and friendly features, DSM helps you to simplify

Internet effortlessly.

routine works.

• Synology QuickConnect: Synology QuickConnect provides instant access

• Smart Monitoring: Use Resource Monitor or DS finder to monitor the

to DiskStation without router configuration.

performance of a DiskStation in real-time.

• EZ-Internet: The EZ-Internet wizard guides you easily through router

• Traffic Control: Schedule, prioritize or designate speed limits for users to

configuration, DDNS and firewall.

reserve network bandwidth.

• Synology DDNS service: Synology provides free DDNS service. Reach

• Notifications: Choose from 66 different types of events. You can receive

DiskStation and all features easily.

notifications via SMS, Email, and Push Notifications.
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Your Multi-Function
Server
DSM provides many applications that are usually reserved for traditional servers.
It allows you to install exactly what you need whenever you need them. With
many Synology official applications and third-party sources, DSM helps your
company gain a competitive edge.

Unified management

Modular approach

Lower costs
• Free features and updates

• Easy to keep all servers up to date

• Install only what you use

• Less time spent on basic maintenance

• Compatible with virtually anything

• Lower electricity bill

• Sleek & user-friendly interface

• Add your own features easily

• No need for extra hardware
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Cost-effective business applications
Purchasing additional hardware to host web, mail or printer servers

With one DiskStation, workgroups and start-ups can host up to 30

creates extra cost for business. Maximize resource utilization by having

dynamic, database-driven websites. With Web Station, you can quickly and

Synology DiskStation to serve business applications. With one DiskStation,

easily host and publish your own website for your business. There is also a

workgroups and start-ups can establish private mail server and in-house

variety of 3rd-party open source or PHP packages to help you get started.

printer server. The Mail Server offers complete service with sufficient
security settings to ward off unwanted spam. As a multi-function printer
server, DSM allows the entire workgroup to share the resource of one

Print
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printer at the same time.

Printer

Up to 30 sites

Office NAS
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Network configuration from the same
web administration
DSM can become the backbone of your company network by providing all your
connected clients with essential services. With a unified user account system,
managing and enforcing your IT policies can be done from the same web
administration.
DNS and DHCP packages allow IT administrator to host domain server and
automate network IP assignment at no extra cost. Administration task is automated
with Syslog service, which provides you an easy way to send, receive and manage
logs coming from devices within your network security.
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Secure your whole network
Security is paramount for all business and personal communications.

Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) Server enhances

Entirely free of charge, DSM delivers network security from many aspects

network security and protects data from unauthorized access. It provides

specifically designed to enhance security and usability.

centralized authentication, authorization, and accounting for wireless
network access. The versatile Proxy Server will speed up your network

DSM allows organizations to find balance between network security and
easy file sharing capability. With VPN services, employees can easily access

connection while increasing overall safety.

resources among branch offices, without breaching security protocols.

VPN Server

RADIUS Server

Package Center holds more
possibilities
There is a ton of potential added value for your Synology NAS. You will be
able to download and install the packages designed specifically for your
unique needs, whether it's sharing files on the cloud, sharing photos on an
online album, setting up a CRM system or even an antivirus to protect your
system. Everything can be found and done in Package Center, with just a
few clicks. Packages can be digitally signed to avoid tempered executables.
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Network Security

Professional Storage
Management
Aiming to meet all your storage demands, Synology develops many storage
technologies such as Central Management System (CMS), SSD Caching, and TRIM
command, offering a coherent, responsive and efficient experience.

Admin NAS

Central Management System (CMS)
For enterprises with more than one Synology NAS server, CMS
offers the flexibility and convenience for IT administrators to
manage all of them from a single point of entry. Through a simple
interface, you can have a clear overview on resource consumption
and logs, helping you identify any issue right away. With group
policies setup, CMS can do much more for your daily tasks. Once a
NAS joins a group, it will automatically adopt its rules and behave
as intended, without extra configuration.

Group 1: backup

Group 2: VM storage

Group 3:
application servers

Each group has its own policy

SSD Caching and TRIM command
Workload-intensive servers often opt for SSD to avoid facing performance bottlenecks from regular hard drives. Synology DiskStation Manager offers full SSD
cache reading & writing support on select servers. Starting with one SSD, experience a significant reduction in I/O latency without crippling your budget.
DiskStation Manager supports SSD TRIM to prolong SSD lifespan.
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Business Continuity &
Data Security
Server uptime is one of the critical parameters to take in consideration while evaluating a
storage solution. Synology provides useful tools to attain business continuity and data safety.

Synology High Availability (SHA)
In today’s competitive global economy, many enterprises cannot afford to have their mission-critical services offline for even a short period of time. Synology
High Availability (SHA) technology makes sure that they don’t. It harnesses an active and a passive server into one cluster, the latter always mirrored to the
former. Should the main server encounters unexpected downtime, the passive server immediately kicks in and takes over. Users can continue to access their
files as well as DSM services from the backup server, as if the incident never happened.

Mirroring

Active NAS

Passive NAS

Data security
AES Encryption

Antivirus

AppArmor

FIPS 140-2 certified and government-approved

Install the free Antivirus Essential developed by

AppArmor is a kernel-level security enhancement

AES 256-bit encryption standard keeps shared

Synology, or purchase one from industry leader

that imposes stricter permission rules on

folders confidential.

McAfee for additional peace of mind.

applications, restricting what system resources
individual applications can access.

Security add-on
Firewall

DoS Protection

IP Block & Allow Lists

2-step authentification

Customize and allow only certain

Counteract DoS attacks over the

Deny the anomalies and approve

In addition to DSM credentials, a

DSM services, network ports

Internet and maintain a smooth

trusted connections with

6-digit one-time code is required for

or IP addresses to access your

flow of legitimate traffic.

customizable IP lists.

login, available only through your

DiskStation.
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mobile device.

iSCSI & Virtualization
Virtualization helps businesses maximize IT resource while being agile and cost-efficient. It’s one
of the most important IT solutions that every company needs. Synology DiskStation Manager
strives to offer the latest compatibility with all virtualization software, helping businesses to
achieve higher performance.

Virtualization certifications
Synology DiskStation Manager offers full virtualization support including VMware vSphere® 5, VAAI, Windows Server® 2012, Microsoft® ODX and Citrix
XenServer®. With its high compatibility, Synology offers businesses of all size the administrative efficiency by simplifying virtual storage management.

iSCSI support
With iSCSI storage, you can easily leverage existing network equipment,
and connect servers and workstations to DiskStation in a virtual
environment. This means two things for your business: reduced

1

management complexity by having a centralized storage pool and
improved server performance and efficiency by offloading tasks relating to

Trigger
Snapshot

storing data.

LUN clone and snapshot
Keeping data consistency without compromising overall performance
is one of the challenges IT administrators face. DiskStation delivers LUN
clone and application-consistent LUN snapshot to increase productivity in
an advanced IT environment.
LUN clone consumes only a fraction of storage at the time of creation.

3

Check-in
Data

2
Notify Host

4

Create
Snapshot

Administrators can take advantage of LUN clone to create multiple testing
environments. Application-consistent snapshot takes place only after the
server flushes pending operations to cold storage and enters a quiescent
state. This ensures all data remain consistent.
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Surveillance
Synology Surveillance Station offers a smart, automated, and
easily-scalable solution to monitor and safeguard your physical
assets through a user-friendly and highly customizable interface.
Be it residential, commercial, or industrial environments,
Surveillance Station provides highly integrated software and
support for specialized IP camera features.

Smart Analytics
Advanced timeline
With the Calendar and Timeline bar, navigating through recordings has never been easier. Find out
specific events quickly with customizable Smart Search. Footage can be played back in Sync mode,
to look within a specific time-frame, or in Non-Sync mode for watching without any breaks.

Archive and authenticity
Outdated footages can be archived and retrieved anytime in a shared folder on
your DiskStation or RackStation. Live and archived footage can also be validated for
authenticity with the Evidence Integrity Authenticator.

Alerts and Action Rules
Surveillance Station makes it possible to automate security by scheduling regular recordings,
having IP cameras patrol a preset route, or triggering recording when cameras detect motion,
alarms, or audio cues.
With action rules, separate devices can be included in one rule. For example, if one camera
goes offline, another camera can start patrolling a specified area. Or if a connected door is
opened, a nearby camera can automatically take a snapshot or sound an alarm.
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In-depth integration

Powerful monitoring

Wide camera coverage

Surveillance anywhere

Surveillance Station supports more than 3,000 cameras and ONVIF 2.4.

The dedicated web plugin works with all major browsers on both PC

Additionally, third-party integrators can utilize Surveillance Web API to

and Mac. Install DS cam on iOS or Android to conduct Live View, Event

tailor their applications

Playback, PTZ, and receive push notifications.

Advanced features

Live View and Alerts

Surveillance Station comes with many advanced features such as multiple

With Live View, you can watch up to 64 channels in HD. Use Live View tools

camera streams, digital output, two-way audio, edge recording, fields of

such as on-screen operations and interactive e-maps, or navigate with a

view, bitrate controls, and RTSP/RTP protocols.

Joystick to boost efficiency. Receive alerts directly from Live View to never
miss an event.

Hardware specialization
Surveillance Station delivers more integration for specialized camera and
physical controllers, such as object tracking, fisheye and multi-lens camera
support and Axis Network Door Controller

Watch all footages recorded at the same
time by different cameras.

Go through a recording in a quarter
of the time with Time Slicing.

Search to see if any foreign objects
have entered a pre-defined area.

Identify if any cameras have
been blocked intentionally.

Central Management System
A large-scale surveillance deployment often involves multiple servers and

Central control room

even more IP cameras. With CMS, a security manager can install similar
camera models in one step, and optimize their performance according to
actual environments. A single Status Dashboard displays information on
each camera, the locations of which can be pinpointed by an interactive
e-map. All system alerts are aggregated by the host server, and all footage
monitored from one interface. A single DiskStation or RackStation can
moderate the entire deployment.
CMS also makes user account and privilege management a centralized
one-off process. You can even enable Windows AD, LDAP, or Trust Domain
support and immediately integrate the whole surveillance architecture
within a company’s existing account system.

Office

Market

Warehouse
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SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
To learn more about system requirements and limitations for each feature, please
visit www.synology.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To learn more about DiskStation Manager and how it can help support your data
storage efforts, please visit www.synology.com

The customer is responsible for ensuring compliance with legal requirements. It
is the customer’s sole responsibility to obtain advice of competent legal counsel
as to the identification and interpretation of any relevant laws and regulatory
requirements that may affect the customer’s business and any actions the
customer may need to take to comply with such laws. Synology does not provide
legal advice or represent or warrant that its services and products will ensure that
the customer is in compliance with any law or regulation.
Synology® and other Synology marks, logos and any other product or service
name or slogan contained in this document are trademarks of Synology and
its suppliers or licensors, and may not be copied, imitated or used, in whole
or in part, without the prior written permission of Synology or the applicable
trademark holder. All other trademarks, registered trademarks, product names
and company names or logos mentioned in the document are the property of
their respective owners.
No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form without
written permission from Synology Incorporated.
Product data has been reviewed for accuracy as of the date of initial publication.
Data and product information are subject to change without notice. Any
statements regarding Synology’s future direction and intent are subject to
change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
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